University of Iowa

Faculty International Funding Sources
(From Faculty Survey, Responses to #12)
Note: Multiple references to the same funding source are combined into one entry

ACCELS, Washington, DC
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation
American Councils for International Education
American Heart Association (2)
American Institute of International Studies, Government of India
Another country's government
Arts and Humanities Initiative (Iowa) (2)
Associated Kyoto Program, Visiting Faculty Fellowship
Bates Fellowships, Yale University
Burkhardt Fellowship; also a Faculty Scholar Award, Arts and Humanities Initiative, International Programs Travel Grant (if that counts)
Camargo Foundation (2)
Carver Grant
CDC/NIOSH (2), Participant in one project funded by Australian insurance fund
Center for German and European Studies (U. of California) (2); SSFP Grant from U. of Iowa
Chamber Music America, Iowa Arts Council, Humanities Iowa
DAAD, Humboldt Kanzlerstipendium
Dance, International Programs and the Division of Performing Arts for travel and research for the AfroCuban Drum and Dance classes and ensemble
Delmas Foundation for study in Venice; UI research & travel grants
Dental Industry
Dept. of Energy, industry
DKFZ - Heidelberg, Germany
Endowment for Humanities
EU-directed applications
European Commission Marie Curie training site grant (while in Denmark)
European Union, French Foundation
European Union
Foreign equivalent of NSF
French Science Foundation
Funds from overseas agency
Funds from Swedish foundations
German academic exchange service
German Federation
German Research Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG)
Government agreement between USA and Latvia
Government of Poland
Guggenheim Foundation
Gulbenkian Foundation, Lisbon Portugal
Honor Society of Nursing
Hortech
Human Frontier Science Program
I work for free with a German colleague at the Charite in Berlin
Industry
Internal funding, sponsorship from host country
Internal grant at a my previous institution
Internal to UI: AHI, Int Programs
International Association for the Study of Pain (2)
International Science and Technology Center, Russian Federation
International Social Science Council
Japan Foundation
KC Wang Fellowship, Chinese Academy of Science
Leverhulme Fellowship in the UK
Levitt fellowship
Library of Congress, John Carter Brown Library, Newberry Library
NASA (2)
NATO (4)
NEA
Netherlands Foundation of Pension Plans
NGO (Management Sciences for Health)
NRC grant
Obermann Center at Univ of Iowa (2)
Obermann Summer Research Seminar
Personal funds through and as President, Special Recreation for disABLED International, Inc.
Pharmaceutical firm
Private device manufacturing company
Private funding
Private Industry
Program for Cultural Cooperation between Spain and US Universities
Social Science and Humanities Research Council of Canada
Special Projects (IP) (5)
SSFP, U of I; AHI
SSRC
Stanley Foundation international study grant, Foundation Ceramic Development grant
Stanley-Obermann International Programs Award
STCU
UCSF
UI Foundation
UI International Programs (2)
University of Iowa, John Muir Trust, Society of Scottish Antiquarians
University of Iowa (2)
University of Iowa internal grants (IP, AHI, obermann)
University of Iowa Old Gold
University of Minnesota Press
US State Department (USIA), and numerous international institutes (such as the Soros), govt. agencies abroad.
USIA
WorkSafe BC (British Columbia)
World congress of Broncho-esophagology